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Dear Dr. Catia Cornacchia:

Thank you for your mail dated June 19, 2014, regarding our manuscript titled, “Pathological fracture of the femur in Alagille syndrome treated with low-intensity pulsed ultrasound stimulation and Ilizarov ring fixator: a case report.” We have responded to the Editor's comments and revised this manuscript as recommended. We hope the revised manuscript is now acceptable for publication in *Musculoskeletal Disorders*.

Enclosed are the revised manuscript and the response to Editor's comments.

We thank you and the Editors for the time and effort spent improving the quality of our manuscript.

Sincerely,
Koji Nozaka, M.D.
Division of Orthopedic Surgery
Department of Neuro and Locomotor Science
Akita University Graduate School of Medicine
1-1-1 Hondo, Akita 010-8543, Japan
Tel: 81-18-884-6148
Fax: 81-18-836-2167
E-mail: kk-nozaka@mue.biglobe.ne.jp
**Response to comments**

1. Authors
   - We added that Authors Yuji Kasukawa and Atsuko Noguchi.
2. Abstract
   - We ensured that our abstracts are up to date with our most recent revisions.
3. Figure legends
   - We removed the figure legends from our figure files.
4. Additional Files
   - We remove our Reply to reviewers, Title page and English editing certificate.
5. Please note that Case report require the following sections:
   - Background
   - Case Presentation
   - Conclusions
   - Consent
   - We ensured that these sections are present and clearly labelled as described above.